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BACKGROUND 

     Williams Tank Lines is one of the largest for-hire bulk petroleum carriers in California.  

Headquartered in Stockton, California, the company operates over 100 trucks out of 9 different 

locations in California and 2 locations in Nevada.  Williams Tank Lines provides their customers 

with 24-hour delivery service of all types of petroleum products. 

     The company was founded in March of 1976 by Michael and Marlys Williams.  For over 

30 years, Mike Williams has been involved in the transportation industry.  Today, Williams Tank 

Lines serves over 300 customers ranging from independent entities to major oil companies (ie.-

Shell, Chevron, Arco, USA, etc.). 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

     Williams Tank Lines currently provides bulk petroleum products all across California to 

300 customers.  However, Mike would like to expand his operations.  Thus, this project seeks to 

answer the following questions: 

 

 What is the most efficient way to schedule the trucks in order to minimize time and the 

number of trucks required to meet all demand requirements. 

 How susceptible is the network to reduction in refueling capacity? 

 What is the effect on the network of multiple 15-minute road closures?    

 

MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS 

     The measure of effectiveness for this project will be the number of trucks required to 

meet demands and total time to complete all deliveries. 

 

DATA SOURCES 

     Williams Tank Lines directly provided the data for this project.  All numbers regarding 

trucks utilized, delivery locations, loading rack sites, times of operation, refueling capabilities, 

and delivery requirements were obtained for the San Jose Terminal.  This data was consolidated 

into the initial project parameters.  All delivery sites within a city were generalized as the city.  

City locations were generalized to nearest interstate/highway off-ramp and were obtained from 

Googlemaps.   

MODEL 

     The project model is a Min-Cost Network Flow.  The nodes in the model are delivery and 

refuel cities and their connecting freeway intersections.  The nodes are sub-divided into empty 

and full based on the status of the truck as it enters the city/intersection.  This project model is 

based off a 10 hour work schedule.  Thus, each sub-node is replicated approximately 40-50 

times, creating 15 minute time intervals.  Interval length was chosen because it is the average 

estimated time between nodes in the network, and the estimated time to deliver fuel and refuel is 

30 minutes.   

    Nodes are connected if: the cities/intersections are adjacent; have the same empty/full 

status; and the nodes are plus or minus one time interval.  For example, a full truck in San Jose 

during time period one may travel full to Palo Alto in time period two.  Trucks remain on the 



empty subset of arcs until refueling and then remain on the full subset of arcs until executing a 

delivery.    

    

Diagram1. Small example of truck route through full to empty and back to full nodes. 

 
       

MODEL ASSUMPTIONS 

     All of the trucks in this model start out full in San Jose at time period one and must end in 

San Jose, either full or empty.  There are two refueling cities, San Jose and Brisbane.  The model 

has six main demand cities: San Jose; Palo Alto; Menlo Park; San Bruno; San Mateo; and San 

Francisco.  In order to simulate a 10-hour shift, any delivery must be started by time period 40.  

Additional empty arcs and nodes have been created beyond the initial 10 hour schedule to allow 

for a delivery at the end of the shift and then enough time to return to San Jose.     

    The distances between delivery sites, provide an hourly cost for that arc when calculated 

with an average truck speed of 60mph.  Number of deliveries made by trucks was tracked by the 

model via counting flow over full-to-empty arcs.  The capacities of all arcs between cities are 

infinite.  Real world limitations of how many trucks could be refueled at a time were placed on 

the refueling cities.  This model outputs the optimal minimum cost in hours of operating trucks 

with and without interdictions (ie.- traffic jams and reduced refueling capacities). 

 

CONCLUSIONS & FURTHER RESEARCH 

     The model returned baseline numbers of 13 trucks required and a time of 152 hours.  

Unfortunately, the formulation of this problem was extremely computer intensive resulting in 

suboptimal results when analyzing the effects of attacks on the network.  Rather than identifying 

specific pivot points in the system, the data was analyzed for general trends.   



Attacks on the refueling cities’ ability to refuel trucks had mixed results.  Removing 

multiple refueling lanes at one of the refueling cities for multiple 15-minute periods added a 

modest increase in time and trucks required to complete deliveries.  Multiple attacks tended to 

occur in concurrent time periods extending the total time a refueling capacity was removed.  

Incrementally reducing the capacity at refueling cities for an entire “day” had a much larger 

effect.  For example, the refueling capacity in Brisbane is the limiting factor in refueling the 

northern cities, reductions there tended to have large effects on the network.  Reducing the 

capacity of the Brisbane refueling city to three or fewer lanes resulted in a dramatic increase in 

time required and almost a one-to-one increase in the number of trucks required.   

Attacks on the arcs between cities had minimal effect on the network.  One road closure 

created marginally higher costs in time for deliveries but increased the number of trucks required 

by one.  The network, though, seemed remarkably robust to further road closures, with minimal 

additional time costs and no additional trucks.  The most damaging road closures to the network 

occurred on the roads leading to and from refueling cities and tended to be on concurrent times 

periods, exacerbating the effects of the closure. 

In general, the network is fairly resilient to road closures but is very sensitive to reduction 

in refueling capacity in Brisbane.     

     Further research into this subject would include an expansion of the network to 

encompass the entire set of operations from the San Jose Terminal and including a second shift 

of drivers.  The network could also be divided into small groups of time periods in order to more 

accurately portray travel times between cities based on time of day.  In addition, a problem 

specific algorithm needs to be developed in order to reduce the time required to solve the 

problem and to achieve optimal results. 


